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We present a method for performing quantum state holography, with which we completely characterize the
amplitude and phase of an attosecond electron wave packet. Our approach is an extension of a recent publication
[J. Mauritsson et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 105, 053001 (2010)] in which we demonstrated experimentally that the
energies and amplitudes of an attosecond electron wave packet can be characterized using attosecond electron
interferometry. Here we show theoretically that attosecond electron interferometry can be extended to retrieve the
phases of all the states that make up the wave packet. We demonstrate the feasibility of our method by analyzing
a wave packet created by a shake-up process. We show that our method can successfully retrieve arbitrary phases
and/or lifetimes added to the component eigenstates.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.88.033404

PACS number(s): 32.80.Rm, 32.80.Qk, 42.65.Ky

I. INTRODUCTION

The interaction of ultrafast light pulses with atoms or
molecules results in the creation of localized electron wave
packets, either through direct excitation or through an indirect
process such as shake-up excitation. These electron wave
packets can be viewed as a coherent superposition of excited
eigenstates, whose initial spatial and temporal localization
results from the simultaneous excitation of states spread
over a broad bandwidth. The number of states involved, and
their initial coherence, determines the subsequent spatial and
temporal evolution of the wave packet. If we want to capture
and ultimately control localized electron motion, we must
therefore be able to characterize broadband wave packets
consisting of many excited states spread over many electron
volts. A complete reconstruction of such wave packets requires
that we characterize both the time-dependent amplitudes and
phases of all these states.
Determining the amplitudes and phases of a wavelike
object by interference with a reference wave is a well-known
approach to wave-packet characterization. It is the essence
of holography, and has been used to great advantage in the
characterization of optical fields [1]. The method has also
been applied to vibrational wave packets in molecules and to
highly excited Rydberg wave packets [2–4]. In these systems,
the motion takes place on a picosecond to femtosecond time
scale. In the latter case, two bound wave packets were used,
one the object to be measured and the other a known reference
that spectrally overlapped the unknown one. One challenge in
attosecond science is to develop similar techniques, which
in addition do not require the reference wave packet to
interfere with the unknown wave packet while it is still bound.
This is a challenge because we need to produce a known
reference, like the plane wave used in regular holography,
or a Gaussian excitation pulse with no additional phases
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used in quantum state holography. We propose a method to
solve this problem by having the reference be a free wave
packet, which does not interfere with the unknown wave packet
during the evolution of the electron dynamics of interest, but
only in the course of the detection step, when the bound
wave packet is ionized by a coherent probe pulse and the
resulting angle- and energy-resolved photoelectron spectrum is
measured.
In a recent publication [5], we experimentally demonstrated
an interferometric pump-probe technique that we called
attosecond electron interferometry. Similar interferometric
approaches have subsequently been presented by Choi and
co-workers [6] and by Xie and co-workers [7]. We showed
that we could spectrally resolve and determine the population
of a number of states of a bound wave packet (the np series
in helium starting from the 3p state). In the experiment, we
could not retrieve the phases of the individual states due to
an insufficient signal-to-noise ratio, but the interferometric
nature of the method implies that this phase information should
in fact be embedded in the recorded interferogram. Here,
we demonstrate theoretically that the technique can indeed
be extended to quantum state holography where both the
amplitudes and the phases of the states in the excited electron
wave packet are determined.
Our phase retrieval method is an extension of the recent
publication by Kim and co-workers [8] where interferometry
was used to analyze the amplitude and phase of a single
excited state. Functional holography of a wave packet requires
that we characterize all the states in the superposition. In
this article, we demonstrate that our holographic technique
works irrespective of the way the wave packet is created.
We show this by using a simplified model of a shake-up–
shake-off process, where we successfully retrieve both the
time-dependent amplitudes and the phases of all the bound
states in the coherent superposition.
The basic idea of attosecond electron interferometry is
illustrated in Fig. 1. When an attosecond pulse interacts
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different ionization pathways. This is followed in Sec. IV
by an explanation of how the encoded lifetime and phase
information can be retrieved from the spectrograms, ending
with conclusions in Sec. V.

II. ANALYSIS OF A SHAKE-UP WAVE PACKET

FIG. 1. (Color online) Principle of the attosecond electron interferometer. A bound wave packet is created either directly by
excitation with an attosecond pulse or through an intra-atomic or
intra-molecular process such as shake-up resulting from ionization
of the system by the attosecond pulse. Simultaneously, a continuum
reference wave packet is created. Both wave packets evolve freely in
time until, after a variable delay, the bound wave packet is ionized
using a synchronized probe pulse. At this point, quantum-mechanical
interference arises between the two (direct and indirect) pathways
that produce the continuum electrons.

with an atom or a molecule at time t0 , it excites a broad
coherent superposition of bound states spread over several
electron volts. This can either happen by direct excitation
or as a subsidiary process, e.g., by shake-up [9] following
the ionization of a core electron. The coherent superposition,
and hence the electron dynamics that unfold, is completely
characterized by the populations of these states (as given by
the square modulus of the amplitude) and their relative phases,
i.e.,

b (t > t0 ) =
Ai i e−i[Ei (t−t0 )/h̄−ϕi ] ,
(1)
i

where Ei and i are the bound state energies and wave
functions, and ϕi and Ai are the phases and amplitudes.
Because of the very broad spectral width of the attosecond
extreme ultraviolet (xuv) light pulses, the creation of a
bound state wave packet is almost always accompanied by
the creation of a continuum wave packet. This continuum
wave packet will serve as the reference wave packet in our
method. After the initial excitation, both wave packets evolve
freely in time. The bound wave packet is probed through
a further excitation step after a variable delay t using a
probe pulse that is locked in phase with the attosecond laser
pulse that initially created the wave packet. The subsequent
ionization leads to interference between the continuum wave
packet that is directly created by the attosecond pulse and
the continuum wave packet that is indirectly created as a
result of ionization by the probe laser pulse of the bound
wave packet. In this article, we demonstrate that it is possible
to determine the amplitudes Ai including possible lifetime
effects of the bound states, i , the energies, Ei , and the initial
phases, ϕi .
This article is organized as follows. In Sec. II the simplified
shake-up model is described together with the pulse parameters
used in the calculations, followed by a brief explanation
of how we analyze the resulting interferograms. In Sec. III
the separation of the angular resolved data into Legendre
polynomials is presented, including a method to separate

Shake-up processes can occur after the sudden removal
of one electron, e.g., by photoionization with high-energy
photons [9]. The abrupt changes in the atomic potential
create a perturbation that may “shake up” the remaining
electron(s) into an excited bound or even continuum state
(“shake-off”). We simulated such a shake-up and shake-off
process in helium using a sudden approximation, consisting
of an instantaneous removal of one electron and projecting
the wave function of the other electron onto the eigenstates of
the ionic system [10]. This process produces a wave packet
that is a coherent superposition of ns bound states and a
continuum s wave packet [see Fig. 2(a)]. We will assume
that direct photoionization of the atom does not produce any
photoelectrons with kinetic energies overlapping the kinetic
energies of the shake-off electrons. As illustrated in Fig. 2(b),
we further ionize the excited bound states after a variable
delay by a two-cycle pulse with a 200 nm central wavelength
and a cos2 electric field envelope, which corresponds to a
bandwidth of 6 eV full width at half-maximum (FWHM)
and a duration of just below half a femtosecond. The central
wavelength is chosen in order to ionize most of the excited
states in the helium ion with only one photon. Recent advances
in source development indicate that ultrashort pulses in this
wavelength regime are now experimentally feasible [11]. We
calculated the angularly resolved electron spectra F (E,θ,t)
as a function of delay, t, between the shake-up–shake-off
excitation (pump) and the probe laser pulse by solving the
time-dependent Schrödinger equation [12,13]. E denotes the
final energy, while θ is the angle between the direction of
emission of the electron and the direction of the common
polarization of the xuv pump and uv probe laser fields, which
coincides with the quantization axis. Note that due to the
cylindrical symmetry of the problem, F (E,θ,t) does not
depend on the azimuthal angle φ. The methods employed to
solve the time-dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE) and

FIG. 2. (Color online) Electron interferometry for the shake-up
excitation in helium. (a) The rapid removal of an electron excites the
remaining electron to excited bound and continuum states of the ion.
(b) Ionization of the bound states with one or two probe photons after
the shake-up excitation.
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the accumulated phase difference at time t is
(E,t) = (E − Ei )(t − t0 )/h̄ + ϕi + δφ(E),

FIG. 3. (Color online) Analysis of the two-color photoelectron
interferograms that are calculated for a shake-up wave packet in a
helium ion. (a) Complete on-axis spectrogram. (b) Fourier analysis
showing the components of the wave packet. (c) β1 (E,t) and the
corresponding Fourier analysis (d). (e) β2 (E,t) and (f) its Fourier
analysis. Different interference phenomena exhibit distinct angular
distributions. While interferences between processes of opposite
parity are described by β1 (E,t), those between processes of the same
parity appear in even expansion coefficients, e.g., quantum beats as
vertical lines in (f).

(2)

where we included for the sake of completeness the phase
δφ(E) = φdir (E) − φind (E) as a possible phase difference
that results from the ionization processes that produce the
direct and the indirect continuum wave packets. The phases
φdir (E) and φind (E) are associated, respectively, with the
shake-off ionization and the delayed photoionization with the
probe pulse [15–17]; compare Fig. 2. The phases, ϕi , which
characterize the bound wave packet are those that we want to
determine using our interferometric technique. Note that we
are only interested in the relative phases of the wave-packet
components. Let us therefore, in a first step and for the sake of
simplicity, neglect any state and energy dependence of δφ(E)
over the range considered. We will also assume that the probe
pulses are transform-limited so that δφ can be treated as a
small constant phase offset, which does not alter the relative
phase difference of the wave-packet components.
The position of the interference fringes is determined by the
families of hyperbolic curves E = Ei + (nπ − ϕi )h̄/(t − t0 ),
with n an integer. For a given energy, E, the oscillation
frequency, given by (E − Ei )/h̄, depends linearly on the
photoelectron kinetic energy E, leading to straight lines with
a tilt of 45◦ in the Fourier plane, which intersects for E = 0 at
the absolute value of the bound state energies, |Ei |. In this way,
we can identify the 3s, 4s, 5s, 6s, and 7s states with the binding
energies 6.04, 3.40, 2.18, 1.50, and 1.10 eV with an accuracy
given by the numerical resolution. The relative strength of each
Fourier component is directly related to its relative contribution
to the wave packet. Note that no information is obtained for
the population of the 2s state since the photon energy of the
probe pulse is not sufficient to ionize it.
III. LEGENDRE ANALYSIS

how to extract the angularly resolved electron spectra from the
time-dependent wave function is described in detail in [14].
In Fig. 3(a), the results of the calculations are presented for
electrons emitted in the direction of the polarization vector.
The electron signal in this direction is plotted as a function
of E and t. The spectrogram F (E,θ,t) (here with θ = 0)
exhibits a series of tilted interference fringes, the tilt varying
from almost vertical at small time delays to almost horizontal
at large delays. We analyze the interferences by performing
a Fourier transformation along the delay axis for all final
energies [5]. The result shown in Fig. 3(b) is a two-dimensional
function S(E,E  ) of the continuum energy E and of energy
E  , the conjugate variable of t in the Fourier transform. This
function exhibits a series of tilted lines at 45◦ corresponding
to interferences between the wave packet ionized by the probe
pulse and the reference continuum wave packet created by
the shake-off process. Note that due to the opposite parity of
the two pathways, these direct-indirect interferences are not
present in an angle-integrated measurement.
The structure of the interference pattern both in the
{E,t} interferogram and in the {E,E  } representation can be
understood by considering the accumulated phase difference
 along the two branches of the interferometer (see Fig. 1).
Considering a final energy E and an excited bound state Ei ,

A deeper understanding of the interference pattern can be
achieved by performing a Legendre analysis of the calculated
angular distributions. To the extent that they are produced by
the absorption of a single xuv photon and a single uv photon,
and since here we only need to consider the magnetic quantum
number, m = 0, F(E,θ,t) can be numerically decomposed as
F(E,θ,t) =

2


β (E,t)P 0 (cos θ ),

(3)

=0

where the functions P 0 are Legendre polynomials, which are
related to the spherical harmonics by

4π
Y 0 (θ ).
(4)
P 0 (cos θ ) =
2 +1
Figures 3(c) and 3(e) show the extracted coefficients β1 (E,t)
and β2 (E,t) together with the Fourier analysis carried out
for these coefficients, leading, respectively, to S1 (E,E  ) and
S2 (E,E  ), which are shown in Figs. 3(d) and 3(f). The
hyperbolic fringes appear clearly in both β1 (E,t) and β2 (E,t).
In Figs. 3(c) and 3(e), they are modulated in intensity due to
the presence of several bound states. The Fourier transforms
S(E,E  ) show lines at 45◦ which are characteristic of directindirect interferences as well as a few vertical lines in Fig. 3(f)
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which can be identified as quantum beats between the bound
state components [5]. The quantum beat signals are due to
beating between outgoing electron waves from different bound
states and therefore do not depend on the detection energy. It
is clear from Figs. 3(d) and 3(f) that the quantum beats only
appear in the even Legendre polynomials. Figures 3(c) and
3(e), however, look very similar, but this is a superficial effect
similar to Moiré patterns.
To understand the information contained in this analysis, we
express the shake-off amplitude for the ejection of an electron
in the direction given by (θ ) as
Mdir (θ ) = αE Y00 (θ )e−iE(t−t0 )/h̄ .

(5)

Here we do not include electrons that are directly ionized by
the xuv pulse, since these have a much higher final energy.
Similarly, the amplitude for shake-up into states i or j (we
only consider two states here) followed by ionization by the
probe field can be written as
Mind (θ ) = [αi e−iEi (t−t0 )/h̄+iϕi + αj e−iEj (t−t0 )/h̄+iϕj ]Y10 (θ ).
(6)
In Eqs. (5) and (6), αE , αi , and αj are the probability amplitudes for the different processes. In general, these are complex
quantities that include ionization phases discussed above. The
interference signal is proportional to |Mdir (θ ) + Mind (θ )|2 . We
identify the coefficients of the Legendre polynomial expansion
for this simple case as
β0 (E,t) ∝ |αE |2 + |αi |2 + |αj |2
+ 2 Re{αi αj∗ ei(Ej −Ei )(t−t0 )/h̄+i(ϕi −ϕj ) },
β1 (E,t) ∝ Re{αE∗ αi ei(E−Ei )(t−t0 )/h̄+iϕi
β2 (E,t) ∝

(7)

+ αE∗ αj ei(E−Ej )(t−t0 )/h̄+iϕj },
|αi |2 + |αj |2
+ 2 Re{αi αj∗ ei(Ej −Ei )(t−t0 )/h̄+i(ϕi −ϕj ) }.

Processes that have different parity, such as the interference
between shake-off and ionization of the shake-up wave packet
by one-photon absorption, appear in the odd coefficient
β1 (E,t). Quantum beats between states i and j show up in the
even coefficients β0 (E,t) and β2 (E,t). Additionally, β0 (E,t)
(not plotted) has a strong background contribution |αE |2 from
the shake-off, which is not present in β2 (E,t).
In addition to the quantum beats that are clearly visible
in the Fourier analysis in Fig. 3(f), we also see lines at 45◦ in
this channel that are typical for the direct-indirect interferences
with the reference wave packet. The 45◦ lines appear at a higher
energy compared to Fig. 3(d) since these are due to ionization
of the shake-up wave packet by the absorption of two-probe
photons. Figure 2(b) indicates the different processes that must
be considered. The probability amplitude corresponding to
two-photon absorption with final angular momentum ( =
0,2) can be expressed as

(2)
(2) −iEj (t−t0 )/h̄+iϕj  0
Mind
(θ ) = αi,(2) e−iEi (t−t0 )/h̄+iϕi + αj,
e
Y (θ ),
(8)
where αi,(2) indicates the probability amplitude for shake-up to
the i state, followed by the above-threshold two-photon ion(2)
as the associated two-photon ionization
ization including φind

phase [16,18], which, for simplicity, we assume to be stateand energy-independent. When considering two-probe-photon
ionization, β1 (E,t) is unchanged while β2 (E,t) becomes
β2(2) (E,t) ∝ |αi |2 + |αj |2 + 2Re{αi αj∗ ei(Ej −Ei )(t−t0 )/h̄+i(ϕi −ϕj ) }

(2) i(E−Ei )(t−t0 )/h̄+iϕi
+ 2 Re αE∗ αi,2
e

∗ (2) i(E−Ej )(t−t0 )/h̄+iϕj
.
(9)
+ αE αj,2 e
We see from this that β2 (E,t) includes both quantum beats
and direct-indirect interferences involving two-probe-photon
absorption. Note that both the quantum beats and the interferences involving absorption of two-probe photons scale with
the square of the amplitude of the probe field |Eprobe |2 .
IV. LIFETIME AND PHASE RETRIEVAL

To illustrate our technique, and that it can be used to resolve
bound state dynamics, we artificially impose a very short
lifetime of 5 fs on the 3s state and check that we can retrieve
this lifetime using our method. We give the 3s state a lifetime
by applying a non-Hermitian operator to the wave function at
every time step. Like a mask function that removes probability
from the total wave function, this operator removes amplitude
from only the 3s part of the total wave function. The removal
is done in the following way. At each time step, tn = nt, the
wave function |ψn  is propagated forward in time by applying
the short-time propagator U (tn+1/2 ; t), which solves the
TDSE using the Hamiltonian at time tn+1/2 = (n + 1/2)t.
We insert a state-specific mask function into the time evolution,
which then reads

t
|3s3s| U (tn+1/2 ; t) |ψn . (10)
|ψn+1  = 1 −
2τ
The parameter τ is the lifetime of the 3s state, in the sense
that repeated application of the algorithm will lead, in the limit
of small t, to an exponential decrease in the probability of
finding the electron in the 3s state as e−t/τ , where t is the
propagation time.
To access the time dependence of the 3s state using
our retrieval method, the 3s contribution to the expansion
coefficient β1 (E,t) is filtered out by applying a window
function to S1 (E,E  ) and then an inverse Fourier transform
back to the time domain. Figure 4 illustrates the different
steps. In Fig. 4(a), β1 (E,t) is shown with the corresponding
Fourier function S1 (E,E  ) in Fig. 4(b). The edges of the filter
function are indicated as dashed lines in Fig. 4(b). S1 (E,E  ),
after filtering, is inverse Fourier transformed back to the time
domain. The result is shown in Fig. 4(c). The separated 3s
signal shows a clear decay. From the integrated signal, we
determine a lifetime of 5 fs, in agreement with the imposed one.
Finally, we explain how to retrieve the phases of the wavepacket components from this type of measurement. We again
make use of the fact that we can separate out all of the states via
the Fourier analysis, which yields S1 (E,E  ). Window functions
are then used to filter out the contributions from each single
state as explained in Figs. 4(a)–4(c). For a given final energy, E,
the phase of the oscillation is given by Eq. (2). The additional
phase term due to the ionization can be neglected because
we have assumed it to be state- and energy-independent
[see the discussion following Eq. (2)]. We can do this because
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Lifetime analysis and phase retrieval. (a) β1 (E,t) for shake-up excitation in a helium ion. (b) Fourier analysis of
β1 (E,t) and an example of a window function (green, dashed lines) to separate single states. (c) Back transformation into the time domain for
the separated 3s state with a lifetime of 5 fs. (d) Idea of the phase retrieval:  for different continuum energies. The evolution of  depends
on the initial phase at time t0 . (e) Spectrum at threshold and retrieved phases for three calculations under different initial conditions.

we compare the interference signal for all the states at the same
final energy. This means that the additional phase leads to a
constant offset that is the same for all the states (see also the
previous discussion). An illustration of the phase evolution
is sketched in Fig. 4(d). The measured phase  (E,t) for
one state ϕi in the wave packet is plotted for three different
observation energies E. The slope of each line is given by the
difference between continuum and binding energy, E − Ei .
The phase evolution is linear and can be traced back to the
initial excitation time t0 where all lines will intersect. The
phase offset at t0 is then the initial phase ϕi .
To correctly retrieve the phase, ϕi , we therefore need to
know precisely the energy of the state, Ei , and the exact
time of creation of the reference wave packet, t0 . This
information can be obtained by utilizing the fact that we
measure  (E,t) as a function of both delay and energy.
Ei is already extracted from the Fourier transform, while
t0 is obtained by differentiating  (E,t) with respect to
E, yielding t − t0 , from which t0 can be determined [see
Eq. (2)]. We differentiate  (E,t) for observation energies
from threshold up to 1 eV. In our calculations, the sudden
shake-up takes place at −0.66 fs, or one period of the probe
field, and the value we find for t0 by differentiating  (E,t)
agrees very well with this. We imposed an initial phase
of 0, π/2, and π to the 3s state for different runs of our
calculation while leaving all other parameters unchanged. The
result of our phase retrieval is shown in Fig. 4(e). The figure
presents the three reconstructed wave packets. As expected,
the initial phases for the 4s and 5s state are unaffected for
all wave packets, while the initial phases for the 3s state
can be retrieved within numerical precision to 0.01π , 0.497π ,
and 0.996π .

The phase retrieval method presented here relies on the fact
that we measure the phase difference between the reference
wave packet and the bound wave packet via a delayed
ionization. As a consequence, it is also possible to compare the
phase difference with respect to other pathways, namely the
two-photon ionization shown in Fig. 2(b). In our calculations,
the one- and two-photon ionization paths overlap substantially
in energy due to the very short probe pulses used, but the
signals can still be separated since they appear in different
Legendre coefficients. While the β1 (E,t) coefficient contains
information about the one-photon case, the β2 (E,t) coefficients give us access to the two-photon contribution [compare
Eqs. (7) and (9)]. Assuming an identical phase imprint for
the one-photon ionization, the phase difference between the
(2)
) would yield
one- and two-photon ionization (φind − φind
solely the phase contribution due to the second photon.
This would mean that we have a direct method to measure
the phase related to the measurement process in time-delay
measurements [16], which could be of great interest.
V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that attosecond
electron interferometry can be extended to quantum state
holography and that the wave function of a quantum system
can be retrieved in both amplitude and phase. Here we have
illustrated the technique using a sudden shake-up model, but
it can work equally well for different types of excitations.
An experimental realization of this method is challenging
but well within reach. The technique presented is also useful
when analyzing the recent data with transient absorption where
similar features appear [19,20].
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